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‘Lulled into Believing’ encompasses a multitude of meanings; the title plays with the ideas of illusion and theatrical fantasy present within both of our work. It is emotionally ambivalent; you’re not quite sure whether this
‘believing’ is a space of deception, a secure space or
indeed under threat. It remains unclear exactly who has
been ‘lulled into believing’ in the first place: is it the artists, the viewers, both? And what is the relationship we
have to this state of believing; what exactly is it that
one has been lulled into believing? The title hints at an
impending sense of loss; the loss of security and belief
altogether. The state of ‘belief’ is exposed as painfully
fragile. It is liable to shatter at any moment.
Both of us have a very different relationship to narrative,
yet when juxtaposed, echoes between the works emerge.
Made independently, but in conversation with each other,
our works begin to coincide and overlap. There is a contingent element to the collaborative process, where
one work leads to the other. Through conversation and
a sharing of ideas, references and process, a thread
emerges which excavates and forms connections between
the voices and separate practices.
Drawn to each other’s works — although without necessarily being able to verbalise exactly how our practices
related - we began to form a way of working, in which the
collaborative aspect was one of shared research concerns
rather than a work which literally involved both hands. The
collaboration became almost a form of editing, curating,
critiquing and discussing works, allowing these discussions
to lead and inform the process of ‘making’.
Although our concerns are almost the inverse of one
another, there is an overlap, and something new is generated when the works are juxtaposed, when they are cast
in each other’s light.

Esther Teichmann: Your work seems to empty out the central narrative, removing the subject or the figure from
the foreground, so that the remaining landscape allows
the viewer to enter the space unencumbered. Shifting the
landscape from its original historical context (the very
determined doctrine of early Renaissance works), we can
question these narratives we are given.
 enrietta Simson: And your practice and approach seem
H
similar and yet inverse at the same time, melding fiction
with autobiography, while drawing upon art historical references in a much more ‘magpie’-like way. For example, you
sometimes extract a gesture or a bit of narrative from,
say, religious iconography or Orientalist painting, picking up on the slippage between mother and lover, between
violence and sacrifice, fantasy and desire.
Esther Teichmann: That sense of a desire for a return to
something — a ‘something’ that eludes us — pervades both
practices . It is beyond or before language, a sense of
homesickness without orientation or geographical location, a sense of loss and grief without fixed subject. By
constructing a space in which the subjects become protagonists of this fantastical narrative of loss and desire,
the space becomes a non-existent, impossible one, loosened from its photographical indexical relationship to
reality. By painting into the ‘real’ spaces, mediums collide
and merge simultaneously with the relationship between
autobiography, reality and fiction becoming inextricable
from one another.
 enrietta Simson: Both practices seem concerned with
H
physicality in relationship to the experience of the work
and in the ‘breaking’ of the photographic surface, again
approached in very different ways. I create environments, which dislodge the fixity of the image, through
gilding, cutting, projecting, making spatial installations…
Esther Teichmann: …shivering and hovering before the
viewer; at once mechanistically transparent in their construction, yet simultaneously eluding us, refusing cognitive or physical grasping…
Henrietta Simson: …while you look literally at the physical — at the figure, the body, the image surface and skin
which rubs against us, where we end and the other begins.

Both practices play with a removal and replacement of
time and space, grappling with relationships between the
indexical and reality, between the imaginary and emotional.
We both work with removing, replacing and creating narratives; narratives between the source material and work,
narratives within the works and now within this collaboration, narratives sitting between the works in juxtaposition with one another.
The title then almost becomes a middle ground between
us, both practices encompassing all that the title holds,
yet coming towards it from different directions, never
completely overlapping, but repeatedly echoing and mirroring one another. ‘Lulled into believing’ unsettles our
perceptions of literal and emotional space, revealing the
extent to which we can never be certain of what we know,
see or feel.
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Lulled into believing. We were lulled into believing.
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